
Game of Graphs
Graph analytics on a GoT dataset





Memgraph and GQLAlchemy
How to connect to Memgraph?



Memgraph Platform

Memgraph Platform contains:

● MemgraphDB - the database that holds the data
● Memgraph Lab - visual user interface for running queries and visualizing 

graph data
● mgconsole - command-line interface for running queries
● MAGE - graph algorithms and modules library



GQLAlchemy

● An open-source Python library
● Object Graph Mapper (OGM) - a link between graph database objects and 

Python objects
● It offers query builder, streams and triggers management, table data 

importer from different sources, Memgraph instance management, and 
on-disk storage



Run Memgraph Platform

● Port 7687 is for the communication with Memgraph via Bolt protocol
● Port 3000 is for Memgraph Lab
● Once the container has successfully started, mgconsole will open



Connect to Memgraph with GQLAlchemy

Test the connection to Memgraph



Game of Thrones dataset
What does the dataset look like?





Memgraph Lab
What is the simplest way to load the GoT dataset?









Exploring the database
Simple analytics on GoT dataset



Simple analytics with GQLAlchemy





Simple analytics with GQLAlchemy



No deaths episodes
Which GoT episodes did not have any killings?



Seasons 1, 2, 3 and 6 - no deaths episodes

● Season 1 - Episode 3 - 
Lord Snow

● Season 2 - Episode 8 - 
The Prince of Winterfell

● Season 3 - Episode 7 - 
The Bear and the Maiden 
Fair

● Season 6 - Episode 6 - 
Blood of My Blood



Episodes without deaths by some sources₁

● Season 3 - Episode 1 - Valar Dohaeris

https://scifi.stackexchange.com/questions/58593/is-there-an-episode-of-game-of-thrones-where-nobody-dies




Episodes without deaths by some sources₁

● Season 3 - Episode 2 - Dark Wings, Dark Words

https://scifi.stackexchange.com/questions/58593/is-there-an-episode-of-game-of-thrones-where-nobody-dies


Episodes without deaths by some sources₁

● Season 8 - Episode 2 - A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms

https://scifi.stackexchange.com/questions/58593/is-there-an-episode-of-game-of-thrones-where-nobody-dies




Characters that killed themselves
Who managed to run from other killers, but still ended up 
dead?



Characters who killed themselves





Graph traversals and PageRank
Is the importance of episodes and locations really 
measured by the number of deaths?



The locations where the most 
deaths occurred

The most ‘important’ 
locations with PageRank



The episodes with the most 
deaths

The most ‘important’ episodes 
with PageRank



Seasons and allegiances
Kills, ratings and house fights



Number of kills per season



Top seasons by their IMDB rating



Top 10 allegiances by the kill/death ratio (KDR)



Who had more casualties in the Battle of Bastards - Starks or 
Boltons?



Is Daenerys that bad?
How many people did the Mother of Dragons slay?





Who is the killer influencer in the GoT world?



You Know Nothing, Jon Snow



Who would survive if Jon Snow stayed dead?



Who killed Jon Snow?



Who is the biggest traitor?



Dijkstra killing it



The shortest path of killings with highest kill count
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Jupyter Notebook

https://github.com/memgrap
h/jupyter-memgraph-tutorials
/blob/main/got-analysis/gam
e-of-graphs.ipynb 

Memgraph Playground

https://playground.memgraph
.com/sandbox/game-of-thron
es-deaths 
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Memgraph Discord Community

memgr.ph/discord

Channel #graph-data-zagreb

Tell us what you like and what you 
don’t like about Graph Data Zagreb 
meetups:


